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Chapter 1 : A Day at the Beach > Miniature Garden > Fairy Houses > Fairy Garden
The mini water garden kit is definately not what the back of the box said it was. It looks alot better on the box and it
certainly doesn't make relaxing water sounds, and I would never take it to work or on the road with me.

While building the water garden, place the plants in a small amount of water, and put them in a shady spot, so
the plants do not dry out. For deep water plants and delicate oxygenators, put them in a bucket of water until
you are ready to use them. When selecting pots to plant up aquatics, plastic is the best material to use because
it is lightweight. Use dark coloured containers, black works well, so that they are not as visible through the
water. The best soil to use for potting aquatic plants is heavy clay garden soil. Do not use potting mix, as this
is too light and floats to the top. Do not use compost, as it will colour the water brown. Do not use manure or
too much fertilizer, as this will lead to water eutrophication â€” excessive nutrient levels which trigger algal
blooms massive algae growth , which sink to the bottom and are then broken down by bacteria which use up
oxygen in the process. The water at the bottom become hypoxic low in oxygen or anoxic devoid of oxygen ,
creating conditions stressful or even lethal for marine invertebrates and fish. Potting Up Water Plants,
Step-by-Step Planting Planting usually entails removing plants from where they are currently growing and
placing them in their new location. When you do this, they take some time to re-establish themselves in their
new homes. So, with any replanting, keep the following in mind when deciding to build a water garden. If you
are repotting or relocating planted water plants, the best time to do this is during their growing season, from
late spring until the end of summer, as they can quickly grow new roots and re-establish themselves. If the
plants and in containers pots , you can move the containers at any time to a different location, even while the
plants are dormant. Now, let us look at the planting procedures for each of the four types of water plants:
Marginal Plants Marginal plants can be planted in regular plastic pots, just make sure you plant only one type
species of plant per pot, otherwise stronger growing species of plants will take over when they start growing.
You can use several of the same plant in the same pot to create a denser planting, which will have more visual
appeal. The steps to potting up a marginal plant are as follows: Add soil so that the container half full. Position
the marginal plant in the pot with the crown at the top and then add soil around the roots, but leave the crown
uncovered. Sit the pot in your water garden or pond, at the edge, to create a border or boundary around the
water. Sit the pot in your water garden or pond, at the correct height, so that there is 5cmcm of water above the
crown of the plant elevate the container by sitting it on bricks or pavers to achieve the correct height if
necessary. Water Lilies Water lilies grow from rhizomes. A rhizome is a horizontal underground stem of a
plant from which new stems and roots grow. These rhizomes spread quite rapidly, so water lilies are planted in
low and wide round or rectangular aquatic basket pots pictured below. Miniature water lilies are planted in
medium sized 20cm aquatic basket pots. Regular sized water lilies are planted in large sized 30cm aquatic
basket pots. Lilies can be introduced into your water garden or pond from spring until early autumn. The steps
to potting up a water lily are as follows: Position the lily in the pot with the crown at the top and then add soil
around the roots, but leave the crown uncovered. Sit the pot in your water garden or pond, in the centre, or
away from the edge, to give the leaves room to spread Sit the pot in your water garden or pond, at the correct
height so that there is 15cmcm of water above the crown of the plant elevate the container by sitting it on
bricks or pavers to achieve the correct height if necessary. Submerged Oxygenating Plants Submerged
Oxygenating plants absorb their nutrients directly from the water, and as a result, require a lot less soil than
other water plants, and can therefore be potted in much smaller pots. These plants are often planted in a pot
filled with gravel only, just to anchor the plants to the bottom of the water garden or pot. The steps to potting
up a submerged oxygenating plant are as follows: Take around five or six stems of the plant, and bunch them
together Put the bottom end in a small plastic pot, and fill it with gravel or river pebbles. Sit the pot in your
water garden or pond, so that there is 15cmcm of water above the leaves of the plant D. These plants do not
require pots or soil. Line the pot Line the inside of a plastic pot about two thirds of the way up with
newspaper. This is to stop the soil from leaking out of the holes below. Position plant in pot Fill the container
about one-third full of soil, then place the roots of the plant in the soil and continue to fill while holding the
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plant at the correct height in the pot. Be sure not to plant it too deep. You can add several plants of the same
type into a single pot if you want a fuller look. Fill with soil Add soil to the correct depth and firm down
lightly, so it sits about 4cm below the rim of the pot. Water the plant Water the plant to settle the soil around
the roots and allow excess water to drain off. If this plant will go into a water garden with fish, water with
rainwater or dechlorinated water, as the chlorine in tap water irritates fishes gills. Wash top dressing pebbles
To stop the soil washing out of the pot, you need to add a layer of river pebbles or pea gravel as top a dressing.
To remove any dirt or residue that might cloud or pollute the water, the top dressing needs to be washed. One
simple way to washing the top dressing stones is to put them into a pot with drain holes that are smaller than
them so they can be rinsed under the tap. Fill small rinsing pot or other suitable container with stones for
washing. Rinse top dressing under tap to wash out any dirt. Apply top dressing Cover the top layer of soil with
about 2cm of river pebbles or pea gravel, stopping about 1cm below the top of the rim. The potted plant is
now ready to go into the water garden! Setting the Water Plants at the Correct Height in the Container As
mentioned earlier, the various types of water plants will tolerate a specific height of water above their crown.
Typically, marginal plants will have about 5cm of water above their crowns, and one way of elevating them is
to use pavers or bricks. Ensure that the pavers or bricks are clean before putting them in your water garden.
Stack the pavers or bricks to the right height, and ensure that they are stable and support the base of the pot all
way around as shown in the picture below. If you are intending to put fish in your water garden, make sure
you fill it with rainwater or dechlorinated water. The chlorine in tap water burns fishes gills! The completed
water garden, placed in the correct position, all plants placed in the container at the correct heights using
pavers, and water added. New water garden even passes inspection by the local fauna! Additional Notes â€”
Fish for Mosquito Control Fish can be added to a newly built water garden to control mosquitoes, though you
might give the water garden a week to settle and allow the aquatic ecosystem to stabilise before adding fish. I
recommend reading up about frog ponds if this is what you intend to do, as this subject is beyond the scope of
this article. Just a few brief points: A pond set in the ground with a deep end and a shallow one, with heavy
planting on the shallow side to create a natural barrier, is better for frogs than a small deep container. If
considering frogs,remember that they make a lot of noise at night too! Protective covers- made from wire
mesh or bird netting stretched over a thin frame or hoop, can protect fish from predators, and discourage birds
or cats from turning your water garden into a fishing spot! Be assured that aquatic ecosystems are one of the
most prolific and fast growing because of the constant supply of water and nutrient, in no time it will be
possibly overgrowing. Another point to keep in mind is that after a water garden is constructed, it takes some
time to establish the right balance â€” it is a complex ecosystem and it has to settle in. If the water fills with
algae, do not change the water, this is a normal part of the process. With enough shade from floating plants to
cut out some of the light, and with the submerged pants growing and taking up excess nutrient in the water, the
algae will reduce and disappear. Each of the four types of plants will require their own particular maintenance
around the year: Remove any dead or dying leaves yellow or brown leaves to reduce algae growth, if these are
left in the water garden and rot down they will provide nutrients for algae growth. Removing old growth also
helps promote new growth. Hardy water lilies can survive in cold areas and do not need to be removed from
the water as long as the water does not freeze down to the roots. If the water garden or pond is very deep, and
the water lily pot is elevated, then it may be necessary to move the pot even lower to the bottom to ensure that
the roots are below the level of the ice. If the water all freezes completely solid, then remove the water lily
before this happens. Marginal Plants Fertilizer tablets can be pushed into the soil when the plants are
flowering. Since many marginal plants multiply by division, you will eventually need to unpot them and
divide them up to thin them out a bit, then repot only some of them back into the same pot. This will probably
need to be done every years. The excess plants can then be repotted to make more plants, this is called
propagation by division. Surplus plants can be given away or composted, or used to make more water gardens!
With water gardening, you end up with lots of spare plants! Submerged Plants Thin out submerged plants if
they become overgrown and crowded, especially if there are fish in the water garden and they have very little
room left to swim around. The excess plants can be given away, or they can be composted. This means that
any time, no more than half the surface of the water should be covered with floating plants. When they cover
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up more than half of the surface of the water, scoop them out by hand, with a net, or even a plastic garden pot,
and give them away or compost them. As mentioned before, duckweed makes excellent fish food, and azolla
makes great food for earthworms in worm farms, so make best use of this free resource where you can. In
Conclusionâ€¦ As you can see, water gardens are quite easy to set up, and they can be set up in any container
that can hold a reasonable amount of water.
Chapter 2 : Container ponds - pond-in-a-pot - fibreglass planters for mini ponds | Waterside Nursery
With this Laguna Starter Kit you can transform any watertight container into a mini water garden. The kit is also ideal for
small pre-formed ponds.

Chapter 3 : 26 Mini Indoor Garden Ideas to Green Your Home - Amazing DIY, Interior & Home Design
The Home Depot has the water garden products you need to create your very own backyard oasis. Whether you're
looking for a simple garden pond, or one with a waterfall, the experts at The Home Depot can help.

Chapter 4 : Building a Small Water Garden | Deep Green Permaculture
Graystone offers a large assortment of do it yourself and professional quality Pond kits and Water Garden
www.nxgvision.com over 70 different complete pond kits available from 4 of the worlds leading pond supply
manufacturers, you are sure to find the water garden or waterfall pond kit for your project.

Chapter 5 : Pond Builders, Pond Contractors, Certified Aquascape Contractors
Kits - Complete Pond Mini/Small Get your feet wet with these smaller entry-level priced kits. These kits offer everything
needed to build a small pond up to 1, gallons. These kits offer everything needed to build a small pond up to 1, gallons.

Chapter 6 : Laguna Starter Kit - for container water gardens and small ponds. from Laguna Ponds
Just add water per the built-in water-level indicator (you'll only need to water sparingly) to create the perfect growing
environment for your indoor herb garden. This kit is ideal for culinary herbs like rosemary and thyme, smaller house
plants, and succulents.

Chapter 7 : AquaRock Fountain Kit to Incorporate water into your garden or home
Learn more about our Water Garden. Upgrade your betta fish tank with this self-cleaning tank that also grows edible
plants on top! This fish tank is a scaled-down aquaponics system where the fish waste fertilizes the plants on top and
the plants clean the water â€” so fewer water changes required.

Chapter 8 : KoiAirâ„¢ Aeration Kits - AirmaxÂ® Inc.
The Beckett container Water Garden Fountain Kit is an easy-to-install kit and a beautiful accent for your garden. It
includes continuously operating pump, 2 water bell spray nozzles, extension tube, foam filter and UL-approved 6 ft.
power cord.

Chapter 9 : Mini Water Wheel, Mini Water Wheel Suppliers and Manufacturers at www.nxgvision.com
AirmaxÂ® Aeration KoiAirâ„¢ Aeration Kits provide powerful aeration to even the largest water gardens and features.
Designed as a complete aeration solution, the KoiAirâ„¢ contains everything you need to introduce aeration to large
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water gardens and features with a quick and simple installation.
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